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related concepts or themes synthesized from the research review, any identified contradictory 
concepts, and underlying related conceptual/theoretical framework(s) supported by American 
Psychological Association–formatted, in-text, peer-reviewed reference citations published 
within the past five years. Because your review should not read like a book report (one author 
or study after another), you should strive to craft sentences and paragraphs that reflect multiple 
sources in one reference. As a general rule, the majority of your reference citations should be 
in parenthetical form to emphasize an explanation of content rather than what each reference 
stated, or what each author did or said. For example, you would add the author and date of pub-
lication at the end of the sentence—that is, “(Bloomberg, 2018).” In contrast, the use of nonpar-
enthetical reference citations, or “Bloomberg (2018) stated,” places the focus on the author, not 
on concepts.

Because a literature review is not simply a summary of different sources, it can be especially 
difficult to organize the information in a way that makes the writing process simpler. One way 
that seems helpful in organizing literature reviews is the synthesis matrix. The synthesis matrix 
is a chart that allows a researcher to sort and categorize the different arguments presented on 
an issue or topic. Refer to the two versions of synthesis matrices that follow and decide which 
might work best for you. One way of creating a synthesis matrix is to organize your literature by 
way of each study’s key components (Table 7.6). Another way to create a matrix is to organize 
the reviewed literature by topics or main ideas (Table 7.7) These tables are designed to assist you 
with synthesizing the literature in different ways (your choice!) and are intended as working 
tools to be used in developing your literature review.

With Synthesis Matrix A, you will begin grouping studies according to your research com-
ponents. Across the top of the chart are the spaces to record relevant information pertaining to 
each study. Each of your sources is then broken down into various categories. When the matrix 
has been populated, and as you study your matrix closely, you will more clearly notice similari-
ties and differences across all the sources that you have listed. Based on what you see emerging 
in the matrix, you will be able to start writing your review. As you find new information that 
relates to your already identified topic, record it appropriately, adding to the matrix.

TABLE 7.6 ■  Synthesis Matrix A (Research Components)

Study/Research Components: ____________________________
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